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1.

Tomorrow's Lawyers: An Introduction to Your Future

Tomorrow's Lawyers predicts that we are at the beginning of a period of fundamental transformation
in law: a time in which we will see greater change than we have seen in the past two centuries. Where
the future of the legal service will be a world of internet-based global businesses, online document
production, commoditized service, legal process outsourcing, and web based simulation practice.
Legal markets will be liberalized, with new jobs for lawyers and new employers too. This book is a
definitive guide to this future - for young and aspiring lawyers, and for all who want to modernize our
legal and justice systems. It introduces the new legal landscape and offers practical guidance for those
who intend to build careers and businesses in law. Tomorrow's Lawyers is divided into three parts.
The first is an updated restatement of Richard Susskind's views on the future of legal services, as laid
out in his previous bestselling works, The Future of Law , Transforming the Law, and The End of
Lawyers? . He identifies key drivers of change, such as the economic downturn, and considers how
these will impact on the legal marketplace. In the second part, Susskind sketches out the new legal
landscape as he predicts it, including the changing role of law firms, and in-house lawyers, with virtual
hearings and online dispute resolution. The Future of Law , Susskind's prediction published in 1996
about the future of legal services. This is the essential introduction to the future of law for those who
want to succeed in the rapidly changing legal landscape.
Pub: Oxford University Press
Call No. 340.023 S964D

Acc. No.156758

2.

Digital Justice: Technology and the Internet of Disputes/Ethan Katsh

Improving access to justice has been an ongoing process, and on-demand justice should be a natural
part of our increasingly on-demand society. What can we do for example when Facebook blocks our
account, we're harassed on Twitter, discover that our credit report contains errors, or receive a negative
review

on

Airbnb?

How

do

we

effectively

resolve

these

and

other

such

issues?

Digital Justice introduces the reader to new technological tools to resolve and prevent disputes
bringing dispute resolution to cyberspace, where those who would never look to a court for assistance
can find help for instance via a smartphone. The authors focus particular attention on five areas that
have seen great innovation as well as large volumes of disputes: ecommerce, healthcare, social media,
labor, and the courts. As conflicts escalate with the increase in innovation, the authors emphasize the
need for new dispute resolution processes and new ways to avoid disputes, something that has been
ignored by those seeking to improve access to justice in the past.
Pub:Oxford University Press
Call No. 347.0902854678 K20D

Acc. No.156751

3. The Great Tale of Hinduism/Prathviraj Singh

Redundancy of the idea of religion seems to be growing in the age where any mystery can be
demystified by Science. It seems as if patronizing religion is outdated in today’s so-called progressive
world. However, adaptability and progressiveness have been the basic requisites of Hindu philosophy.
Hence, it requires its followers to evolve with change. Through this book, the authors have tried to
endorse the role of Hinduism in the formation and development of human society. They have looked
back at the conception, evolution and sustenance of Indian society through the lens of Hinduism, and
have tried to explain this process through short Hindu mythological tales. We believe decoding
folklore is also a source of understanding the history of any given period. Different tales spanning
different ages and times bring forth a completely different picture of the mores and morality of our
society, which still abide by the constant basic principles of Hinduism. This signifies the adaptability
of this great religion with changing times. The reader will discover that, eventually, the core values of
Hinduism remain the same and support its relevance today and will continue to do so for eternity.
The universe is made up of stories, not of Atoms. — Muriel Rukeyser, writer and poetess
Pub:Manjul
Call No. 294.5 S617G

Acc. No.156757

4.

Who Painted My Money White?/Sree Iyer

A ship carrying 2 containers, each containing Rs.5000 crores in 500- and 1000-rupee notes, docks in
the dark of night at Kochi. The money is quickly distributed to members of a minority community
using a network of 100 Chartered accountants. The bulk of the money finds its way back into fake
firms, shell corporations, and charities with the sole aim of destabilizing the country. A DIABOLICAL
PLAN BY THE FREEDOM PARTY TO WEAKEN INDIA Greedy politicians of the Freedom Party
want to ensure that the opposition can never come to power. Pander to the largest minority, enrich
them beyond their expectations and ensure they will be with the party. To this end, a plan is hatched to
print high denomination money and try and increase the velocity of money, thereby creating the
illusion of growth. A compromised Finance Minister is forced to buy paper from the same sources as
India’s rival Pakistan. Their intelligence wing gets hold of the security threads being used in Indian
notes through honey trapping and comes up with notes that are almost as good as the real ones. The
fake money brought in slowly starts moving around the country, driving up inflation and real estate
prices, mixing with good notes. a porous border with Nepal and Bangladesh results in a significant
amount of the fake currency entering Indian banks. When the notes were tallied, instead of 87% of
printed notes coming back to the Reserve Bank, 113% comes!
Pub.Sree Iyer
Call No. 33290954

I97W

Acc. No.156750

5.

Resurgent Asia: Diversity in Development/Deepak Nayyar

Gunnar Myrdal published his magnum opus asian drama, in 1968, to conclude that Asia's development
prospects were gloomy. Since then, contrary to myrdal's expectations Asia has been transformed
beyond recognition, the development of Nations and living standards of people revolutionized. These
transformations have been uneven across countries and unequal among people. Yet, Asia's economic
progress in this short time span has been remarkable and almost unprecedented in history. Resurgent
asia provides an analytical narrative of Asia's incredible economic development, situated in the wider
context of historical, Political, and social factors. It also provides an economic analysis of underlying
factors that assisted Asia's growth and the critical issues in the process of development. Resurgent
asia studies not only the sub-regional East, Southeast, South, and West Asia, but also the major
countries - China, India, South Korea, Indonesia, Turkey, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka- which account for more than four-fifths of Asia's
population and income.
Pub: Oxford University Press
Call No. 338.95

Acc. No.156755

6.

A New India: Selected Writings 2014-19/Arun Jaitley

In this book Arun Jaitley offers the clearest, most authoritative discussions on the policies of the BJP government of
2014–19. He talks about GST, demonetisation, Kashmir, as well as big political trends in the country, such as the end
of dynastic politics, the fissures among regional powers and the crisis in the Congress party.

Pub: Oxford University Press
Call No. 808.5 J25N

Acc. No.156752

7.

Virusphere : Ebola, AIDS, Influenza and the Hidden World of the Virus/Frank
Ryan

A virologist’s insight into how viruses evolve and why global epidemics are inevitable in 1993 a
previously healthy young man was drowning in the middle of a desert, in fluids produced by his own
lungs. This was the beginning of the terrifying sin nombre hantavirus epidemic and the start of a
scientific journey that would forever change our understanding of what it means to be human. After
witnessing the sin nombre outbreak, Dr Frank Ryan began researching viral evolution and was
astonished to discover that it’s inextricable from the evolution of all life on Earth. From aids and Ebola
to the common cold, Ryan explores the role of the virus within every ecosystem on the planet. His
gripping conclusions shed new light on the natural world, proving that what doesn't kill you really
does make you (and your species) stronger.
Pub:Williams Collins
Call No. 579.2 R989V

Acc. No.156744

8.

Indian Railways- A Visual Journey: Transforming a Nation’s Destiny/Dorling
Kindersley

This sumptuously illustrated reference book traces the history of the railways in India from the early
plans of the 1830s, the laying of the first lines,and expansion into the interiors of the country to its role
in India’s momentous freedom movement, and the present era of speed and technological
advancement. It dives into the operational and commercial aspects, explores the development of
technology, anddocuments the railways’ transition from a colonial tool of expansion and trade to an
intricate system with a distinct national identity. At the same time, it also celebrates thebest-loved
routes, classic locomotives, iconic stations, and awe-inspiring bridges and tunnels.
Pub:DK
Call No. 385. 0954 D77I

Acc. No.156745

9.

The Shining /Stephen King

Danny is only five years old, but in the words of old Mr Hallorann he is a 'shiner', aglow with psychic
voltage. When his father becomes caretaker of the Overlook Hotel, Danny's visions grow out of
control.
As winter closes in and blizzards cut them off, the hotel seems to develop a life of its own. It is meant
to be empty. So who is the lady in Room 217 and who are the masked guests going up and down in the
elevator? And why do the hedges shaped like animals seem so alive?
Somewhere, somehow, there is an evil force in the hotel - and that, too, is beginning to shine .
Pub:Hodder
Call No. 823 K52S

Acc. No.156746

